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Abstract

Interest in promoting innovation for large, high-voltage power grids has driven recent efforts to reproduce actual system properties in synthetic electric grids, which are fictitious datasets designed to be large, complex, realistic, and totally public. This paper presents new techniques based on system planning sensitivities, integrated into a synthesis methodology to mimic the constraints used in designing actual grids. This approach improves on previous work by explicitly quantifying each candidate transmission line’s contribution to contingency robustness, balancing that with geographic and topological metrics. Example synthetic grids built with this method are compared to actual transmission grids, showing that the emulated careful design also achieves observed complex network properties. The results shed light on how the underlying graph structure of power grids reflects the engineering requirements of their design. Moreover, the datasets synthesized here provide researchers in many fields with public power system test cases that are detailed and realistic.

1. Introduction

The need for open data for reproducible science has been stressed by funding agencies and publishers in many fields, recognizing that allowing greater access to data that underlies a research activity helps enhance the robustness of results and stimulate further innovation [1]-[3]. For the field of power engineering, this need is especially pronounced because cyber and physical security concerns result in heavy restrictions on much electric grid data. In the United States, most detailed power grid models are considered Critical Energy Infrastructure Information (CEII), accessible only to regulators, utilities, and some researchers under non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) [4].

This need has recently led to growing interest in the development of more public datasets and test cases, as highlighted in a recent report of the National Academy of Engineering [5]. Synthetic grids are fictitious datasets that do not contain CEII and are similar to actual datasets in size, complexity, and characteristics. Previous work in this area has produced grid topologies [6]-[8] with applications such as optimization [9], dynamics [10], and education [11]. The goal in building synthetic grids is to spur innovation by providing publishable test cases to research communities across multiple disciplines that are associated with the electric grid. In the power systems discipline, where most results are published using systems which are either simplistic or confidential, new synthetic grids enhance reproducibility of results and scientific rigor.

The focus of this paper is to present an improved methodology for constructing synthetic transmission networks that matches relevant graph properties by mimicking actual transmission system planning in balancing geographic and electric reliability constraints. The methodology in this paper builds on previous methods such as [7] by using a planning sensitivity technique that quantifies the impact of each candidate transmission line on the contingency robustness of the transmission system. With three large grids created, the paper uses observations made about graph properties of actual, confidential North American grids, compared directly with results for comparable synthetic grids. The results show that these synthetic grids, in pursuing the balance between geographic and reliability constraints, also demonstrate the observed complex network properties. Thus the resulting grids are not only well-suited as engineering testbeds, but match actual grids very well from a complex networks point of view. Hence these results provide insight into the dynamics associated with the structure of power grids.

2. Background on power grid complex network analysis

Much work in the area of synthetic grids has proposed methods that rely on complex network theory and graph generation techniques [6]-[8]. Studying the complex network properties of the electric grid predates the synthetic grid problem and has broader implications, particularly for vulnerability studies to random or
targeted attacks and the potential for cascading outages [12]-[15].

The literature lacks consensus on the complex network properties of large electric grids; this problem is exacerbated by the difficulty of accessing and sharing high-quality datasets for these mammoth machines. A survey from a few years ago showed that the reported average nodal degree of transmission systems ranged from 2.12 to 4.38, for example [16]. Some studies have touted the small-world network model as representing grid structure well [17], [6]; at least one has suggested a modified scale-free model [8]; others have rejected both [7], [13]. In addition to the influence of data non-availability, there is diversity among power grid models, stemming from historical engineering design decisions, particular needs of various locations, and different levels of modeling detail. Many previous studies did not fully account for these considerations, which may contribute to the frequent discrepancies. So this paper supplements existing literature’s findings with new analysis of three non-public power grid planning cases, for comparing to the synthetic datasets of this paper with about the same size and geographic footprint. The three systems observed, which comprise much of North America, are the eastern interconnect (EI, modeled with about 70,000 buses), the western interconnect (managed by the Western Electric Coordinating Council, or WECC, modeled with about 20,000 buses), and the Texas interconnect (managed by the Electric Reliability Council of Texas, or ERCOT, modeled with about 5000 buses).

A critical first decision is how the systems, real or synthetic, are viewed as a graph. As Figure 1 indicates, while the electrical circuit is a graph-based model with circuit nodes (buses) connected by branch elements (edges), there are multiple ways to model the same system which may be electrically equivalent but are not topologically identical. Another important consideration is whether generators are modeled at the transmission bus or behind their own step-up transformer, which would add many radial vertices with degree one. These subtle distinctions in modeling may dramatically affect graph metric properties, while the electric analysis remains minimally affected. To minimize these concerns and get to the core of the power system structure, this paper considers each substation as a combined vertex, with edges being actual transmission lines that connect two substations in a single section. For the synthetic cases, the substation identities are known;

![Figure 1. Effect of modeling detail on network topology metrics. This substation can be modeled with two buses (a) or with a full topology of 20 nodes (b). With all switches and breakers closed, these two models are electrically identical, but expanding to a full topology representation changes the average vertex degree from 3.0 to 2.1 by inserting many new degree-two vertices.](image)

### Table 1. Algorithm steps for building synthetic grids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Algorithm Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td><strong>Substation Planning:</strong> use public input data on load and generation to set up synthetic substations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| II | **Transmission Planning:** connect the substation set with dc-validated network of transmission lines  
   1) Initialize with randomized set of the correct number of lines  
   2) Iterate:  
     a) Random removal from each sub-net  
     b) Graph theory and geographic analysis  
     c) Power flow N-1 contingency analysis and sensitivities  
     d) Strategic addition to target objectives |
| III | **Reactive Power Planning:** iteratively transition from dc to ac power flow with associated reactive power devices |
3. Framework for building synthetic transmission grids

Figure 2. Stages of the transmission planning process in synthetic grid creation, shown on the 5000 bus case. a, The starting point is the geographic placement of substations. b, the grid is initialized with a random subset of $1.2n$ of the $21n$ candidate transmission lines. c, After 100 iterations of random removal followed by targeted addition, the grid begins to match more geographic and reliability constraints. d, After 10000 iterations, nearly all reliability and geographic constraints are met together. The line color represents the nominal voltage level.

for the actual data cases they sometimes need to be inferred.
This paper’s approach to building synthetic grids is mainly inspired by engineering goals of actual transmission planning, which are to balance the need for electric reliability against geographic constraints [18]. As in previous work, the substations of these synthetic cases are formed from seeds of public information relating to generating stations and population in a targeted geographic area [19], [20]. Like actual power system planning, the synthetic transmission grid design is preceded by load forecasting and planning out generators and substations. The substations are assigned nominal voltage levels with a clustering technique; then they are connected internally with transformers and low-impedance branches. Because this approach is geographic from the start, the approximate length of any potential transmission line between substations is known, and, combined with a known nominal voltage level, a realistic circuit impedance and rated power flow limit can be assigned. Throughout, statistics observed from actual power systems are used to set the values of electrical properties of the system. For synthesis purposes, each substation is considered to be a vertex in both the full, combined grid and one or more subnets, which comprise the interconnect and contain less than 1000 substations each at a particular voltage level in a geographic area. Though there are \( n \cdot (n - 1) \) possible transmission lines connecting \( n \) substations at a voltage level, previous work has shown that nearly all practical transmission lines are in the tractable set of about \( 21n \) lines that comprise the geographic Delaunay triangulation and its second and third neighbors [7]. These are the candidate lines, and 1.15\( n \) to 1.25\( n \) of them must be chosen to form the synthetic network.

In contrast to previous work, this paper employs a new procedure for building the transmission network of a synthetic power grid, summarized in Table 1 and illustrated by the 5000-bus synthetic Texas case in Figure 2. The grid is initialized with an arbitrary selection of lines. At each iteration, remove one branch at random from each subnet, and then pick a candidate line that best contributes to the goals for the transmission system, and add it back to the network. Inspired by simulated annealing, these repetitive steps of random removal, smart addition, produce a network which balances both key objectives in actual transmission system planning: geographic feasibility and electric reliability.

The geographic feasibility goal considers, primarily, line length. Cost-effective planning prefers shorter lines, so the proposed method gives candidate lines a piecewise-linear penalty for length, gently encouraging shorter lines within the reasonable range for a nominal voltage level and sharply disallowing lines longer than are actually seen. The candidate line’s length is calculated from the straight-line path between substations, scaled by any geographic features it crosses. In addition to length, the synthesis process works to match the distribution of Delaunay neighbor count: there should be the right proportion of lines in the system that are first, second, and third neighbors along the Delaunay graph, matching actual grids [7]. To enforce this, uniform penalties are given to candidate lines in a category which is already overrepresented in the system.

4. Modeling reliability goals with transmission planning sensitivities

The electric reliability analysis for the proposed method focuses on the key planning criteria that electric service should not be interrupted, nor should lines be overloaded, by the outage of any single element (the N-1 criterion [21]. To achieve this, there is both a topological analysis and a power flow analysis. The topological analysis performs a depth-first graph search, returning the connected components, bridges, articulation points, and biconnected components. The graph should be fully connected and remain so with the loss of a single edge or vertex. With negative penalties, candidate transmission lines are strongly encouraged between two disconnected components and those between two substations that have only a single path between them. In later iterations, bridges are protected against removal to ensure connectivity.

The power flow part of the electric reliability analysis uses linearized (or “dc”) power flow modeling, which ignores the flow of reactive power and assumes voltage magnitudes are equal to the nominal value [22]. This modeling mimics the analysis done in initial studies for actual transmission system planning. For each synthesis iteration, a full N-1 contingency set is run. Then for each subnet a critical contingency is chosen which causes the most branch overloads. To encourage system N-1 reliability, transmission lines are favored which contribute to easing these critical contingency overloads. For a few critical contingency overloads, the sensitivity of all 21\( n \) candidate lines to the power flowing in the overloaded line can be calculated quickly, as reviewed below [23].

The sensitivity metric used for ranking candidate lines is modified slightly from its original formulation [23], but it is based on the assumptions of the dc power flow. Using the \( B \) matrix dc power flow formulation and differentiating it to a small change in system impedance:

\[
P = B \cdot \delta
\]

\[
d\delta = -B^{-1}(dB)\delta = -B^{-1}e_i e_i^T d B_i,
\]
where the $B$ matrix is being modified on right-of-way $i$, where $\bar{e}_i$ defines the right-of-way path by being zero at all buses except a 1 at the from bus and -1 at the to bus of the right-of-way. The $B$ bus matrix, which would reflect the system configuration in a given contingency, would be modified with only four values by the differential change in admittance $dB_i$. Now (5) gives the sensitivity of system angles to that admittance change. Denoting right-of-way $k$ impedance as $X_k$ and angle difference as $\phi_k$, to get the change in power across it by the dc power flow approximations,

$$p_k = X_k \phi_k = X_k \bar{e}_k^T \bar{\theta}$$

$$d\phi_k = \bar{e}_k^T d\bar{\theta}. \tag{6}$$

Thus the sensitivity formulation becomes

$$\frac{\partial \phi_k}{\partial B_i} = -\phi_i \bar{e}_i^T B^{-1} \bar{e}_k. \tag{7}$$

Since the $B$ matrix is symmetric, one can then rearrange the sensitivity to be

$$\frac{\partial \phi_k}{\partial B_i} = -\phi_i \bar{e}_i^T B^{-1} \bar{e}_k. \tag{8}$$

So with one LU factorization of $B$ and backward substituting for $\bar{e}_k$, the sensitivity of the power through that right-of-way $k$ can be determined with respect to adding admittance to any other right-of-way $i$ by only three floating-point operations each, as follows:

$$\bar{s}_k = B^{-1} \bar{e}_k \tag{9}$$

$$\frac{\partial \phi_k}{\partial B_i} = -\phi_i \bar{s}_k \bar{\theta} \equiv -\left(\bar{\theta}[i_{\text{from}}] - \bar{\theta}[i_{\text{to}}]\right)$$

$$\cdot \left(\bar{s}_k[i_{\text{from}}] - \bar{s}_k[i_{\text{to}}]\right) \tag{10}$$

Then the candidate lines are given a penalty negatively proportional to their sensitivity values, which encourages adding lines to mitigate these critical contingency overloads.

Figure 3 illustrates the use of the contingency sensitivity metrics during the synthesis process. This is zoomed in to a coastal area of the 5000-bus case partway through the grid synthesis. The black lines show the present state of the system. During the contingency analysis, it was found that during a contingency which outage one existing line (magenta) another existing line (orange) is overloaded. This contingency violation is targeted to be fixed, and the sensitivity vector (10) is calculated for the given contingency relative to the orange line ($k$). Then the impact of every candidate line (green and red in Figure 3) on this violation can be quantified using (11). On the figure, darker green lines do the most to reduce the overload and red lines make the overload worse. These sensitivities will be balanced against geographic and topological constraints to determine which line to add for the next iteration. The impact depends not only on the sensitivity but also on the magnitude of the admittance added, which would be much more for a shorter line. Many of the longer lines, though the violation is highly sensitive to them, might not be added because of their length and other geographic constraints. This method improves on a two-stage approach used in previous work that focused first on the base case and then on additional lines needed for N-1 security [24].

5. Results on North American grids

Using this approach, three test grids were built with the analysis methodology of this paper, corresponding to the approximate geography and size of the actual grids analyzed, three portions of North America.

Geographic, single-line circuit diagrams of a resulting 70,000 bus synthetic system on the footprint of the U.S. portion of the EI can be seen in Figure 4. In addition, a 20,000 bus system, which is on the footprint of the U.S. portion of WECC, and a 5000 bus system, located on the ERCOT footprint, were constructed. In Figure 4, the transmission lines are shown, colored by voltage level. The geographic footprint uses states as areas and considers features including coastlines, mountain ranges, and urban centers. Arrows in the figure indicate the magnitude and direction of power flow along the lines.

Summary metrics are given in Table 2, for the three actual system datasets and the corresponding synthetic datasets. Each power flow dataset was pre-processed to identify the substations as single vertices, connected by transmission lines. $n$ is the number of substation vertices. The average vertex degree $\bar{d}$ can be calculated as $\bar{d} = 2m/n$, where $m$ is the number of transmission line edges. The Watts-Strogatz clustering coefficient $\bar{c}$ is calculated by averaging, for each vertex, the fraction of possible connections between neighbors that actually exist [17]. Vertices with degree 1 are ignored for the purpose of calculating $\bar{c}$, since there are no possible interconnections between pairs of neighbors. The average shortest path length $\bar{l}$ is the average number of
hops between any two pairs of vertices. The average betweenness centrality quantifies what percentage of shortest paths go through the average vertex.

The systems’ substation vertices correspond to about two buses each on average. The average degree \( \bar{d} \) is in effect a design parameter, since it relates the number of lines to the number of substations. But the actual systems show remarkable consistency, within 1% of an average degree of 2.6 for all three North American grids. This value fits comfortably in the range reported by literature and validates a design choice for the synthetic grids: how many transmission lines can be placed to meet the other objectives.

The degree distribution has been frequently discussed, and the data observed here supports the common notion that an exponential distribution fits the data well, as shown in Figure 5, with the prominent exception that there are fewer vertices with degree one (radial substations) than an exact exponential distribution would predict. These results show degree two vertices to be the most common kind. This degree distribution confirms that power grids are not scale-free; a degree distribution for a scale-free network appears linear when both the horizontal and vertical axes are logarithmic [12].

For Watts and Strogatz, small world networks are characterized by a combination of average clustering coefficient and average shortest path length [17], and others have corroborated an observation of power grids that matches the Watts-Strogatz conditions [6]. From Table 2, the clustering coefficients are high, even relative to previously published numbers, with the
The average node having 3-6% of its neighbors interconnected. More detailed examination of this data reveals, however, that over 85% of nodes have a clustering coefficient of zero.

The average shortest path lengths are quite small, in the range of previous reports and small world conditions. However, what [17] emphasizes is that it is the scaling with respect to network size that is most interesting. This scaling is difficult to study when so few power grid networks actually exist at a variety of scales. The observations in Table 2 show that the scaling is decidedly sub-linear. While the EI has about 10 times as many substation vertices as ERCOT, its average shortest path length is little more than twice as large. This is a main reason the small world model is insufficient to describe the network structure of power grids.

Betweenness centrality is a metric associated with the topological routes of the shortest paths between pairs of vertices. For any vertex, the fraction of these $n^2$ paths that passes through it is that vertex’s betweenness centrality. The vertices that score highly in this metric...
are central topologically, placed between many pairs of nodes. This distribution is best shown on a log-log plot in Figure 6, with most substations having a very low betweenness centrality and a smaller number of key central substations. In general, the smaller grids have a more rightward-shifted distribution since a higher proportion of paths will pass through the typical vertex. In every case, the synthetic grid distribution lies almost directly on top of the actual case.

6. Conclusions

This paper presented a methodology based on power system planning sensitivities to balance geographic constraints against reliability criteria in constructing synthetic grid datasets. The sensitivity approach allows tractable analysis of each candidate line to quantify the benefit to reliability of each addition. Three example systems are built here and compared to similarly sized and located actual grids in North America, showing the similarity between the synthetic and actual grids.
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